Timber Bridges

Bridges built in timber are enjoying a
significant revival, both for pedestrian and
light traffic and increasingly for heavier
loadings and longer spans. Timbers high
strength-to-weight ratio, combined with the
ease and speed of construction inherent in
the off-site prefabrication methods used,
make a timber bridge a suitable option in
many different scenarios. This handbook
gives technical guidance on forms,
materials,
structural
design
and
construction techniques suitable for both
small and large timber bridges. Eurocode 5
PartTwo (BS EN 1995-2) for the first time
provides an international standard for the
construction of timber bridges, removing a
potential obstacle for engineers where
timber construction for bridges has not in
recent centuries at least been usual. Clearly
illustrated throughout, this guide explains
how to make use of this oldest construction
material in a modern context to create
sustainable, aesthetically pleasing, practical
and durable bridges. Worldwide examples
include Tourand Creek Bridge, Canada;
Toijala, Finland; Punt la Resgia,
Switzerland; Pont de Crest, France;
Almorere Pylon Bridge, the Netherlands.

In order to demonstrate the viability of local timber for bridge construction, a prototype timber bridge designed to
withstand American AASHTO-HS-20-44 andTimber bridges: culture and tradition. Timber bridges are culturally
significant structures that have a long tradition, with many pre-1950s bridges still in use today.Why timber bridges?
More about the advantages in timber engineering and timber constructions - ecological material glulam.The 9th
Australian Small Bridges Conference will provide practical guidance and alert bridge, road and rail engineers, asset
owners, managers, contractors andTimber Bridges. Design, Construction, Inspection, and Maintenance. Michael A.
Ritter, Structural Engineer. United States Department of Agriculture.Wood plays a major role for the Norwegian Public
Roads Administration (NPRA) in design and construction of modern bridges. The Norwegian design code Bridge Asset
Management, Structures Division. Timber Bridge Maintenance Manual. Road System & Engineering. Part Two ComponentA 7.5m span x 1.2m wide sawn timber bridge which can be used in many path situations. Like the Glentrool
bridge, this bridge was originally designed andWe specialize in timber bridge construction, boardwalk construction,
observation tower construction, bulkheads and us a call about your project.Wagners CFT, as part of a continuous
research and development program, has successfully developed a timber bridge replacement system for use in road
andTimber bridges are sustainable and low maintenance. Designed to BS 5400, BS 5268 and Eurocode 5 with design
live load 5kN/m2. Available in hardwood or Structural testing of a glulam timber girder bridge confirmed that they are
viable, cost-effective options for replacing bridges on low-traffic countyA timber bridge or wooden bridge is a bridge
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that uses timber or wood as its principal structural material. One of the first forms of bridge, those of timber have
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